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Wi-Fi BacPac + Wi-Fi Remote COMBO KIT is an advanced set for remote HD Hero 2 cameras via WiFi. The following
is a discussion of the possibilities of individual elements of the set. Wi-Fi Remote â€¢ control up to 50 cameras
simultaneously, even from a distance of 180 meters via Wi-Fi remote control â€¢ Enjoy the ability to fully control the
camera, such as On / Off, triggering, starting and setting â€¢ the LCD screen displays exactly the same as the function
screen of the camera â€¢ the set includes a strap for attaching, a pendant and a charging cable GOPRO APP +
SMARTPHONE or TABLET â€¢ use your phone or tablet as a remote control to control the camera (eg iPhone, iPad) â€¢
Enjoy live video or photo previews or play previously recorded material â€¢ Upload video or photos from your GoPro
camera to your tablet or phone via Wi-Fi and share them with friends â€¢ use your smartphone as a hotspot to send live
movies or photos to the internet LIVE STREAMING + SHARING DIRECTLY FROM YOUR GOPRO Transferring live
video or photos straight from the GOPRO camera to the website. Wherever you are, you only need an internet
connection. Wi-Fi BacPac WiFi BacPac is directly attached to the GoPro camera and enables: â€¢ remote control of the
camera from a long distance via Wi-Fi Remote â€¢ remote control, video preview and playback via GoPro on the phone or
tablet â€¢ Wi-Fi transmission of your favorite video and photos from the camera to your phone or tablet â€¢ live streaming
of movies and photos with a GoPro camera directly to the website wherever you have an internet connection PLEASE
NOTE: before you can use WIFI devices with HD Hero 2, you must update the software. The update is permanently
available for download from the manufacturer's website (www.gopro.com). HD Hero Original cameras (older than HD
Hero2) only work with Wi-Fi Remote, do not support GoPro App and live streaming video and photos. Elements of the
set â€¢ 1 x BacPac Wi-Fi (with built-in lithium-ion battery) â€¢ 1 x Wi-Fi Remote (with built-in lithium-ion battery) â€¢ 1 x
Remote Charging Cable (charging cable for remote device) â€¢ 1 x Remote Attachment Key (ring fastening to the Remote
device) â€¢ 1 x Remote Attachment Strap (band fastening to Remote) â€¢ 1 x waterproof housing â€¢ 1 x housing without
water resistance â€¢ 1 x USB charging cable Warranty 24 months Manufacturer's materials
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